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Since 1994, the democratic government in South
Africa has worked hard at improving the lives of the
black majority, yet close to half the population lives
in poverty, jobs are scarce, and the country is more
unequal than ever. For millions, the colour of
people's skin still decides their destiny. In his wideranging, incisive and provocative analysis, Hein
Marais shows that although the legacies of apartheid
and colonialism weigh heavy, many of the strategic
choices made since the early 1990s have
compounded those handicaps. Marais explains why
those choices were made, where they went awry,
and why South Africa's vaunted formations of the left
-- old and new -- have failed to prevent or alter them.
From the real reasons behind President Jacob
Zuma's rise and the purging of his predecessor,
Thabo Mbeki, to a devastating critique of the
country's continuing AIDS crisis, its economic path
and its approach to the rights and entitlements of
citizens, South Africa Pushed to the Limit presents a
riveting benchmark analysis of the incomplete
journey beyond apartheid.
As the service sector expands into the global
economy, a new science of service is emerging, one
that is dedicated to encouraging service innovation
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by applying scientific understanding, engineering
discipline, and management practice to designing,
improving, and scaling service systems. Handbook
of Service Science takes the first major steps to
clarifying the definition, role, and future of this
nascent field. Incorporating work by scholars from
across the spectrum of service research, the volume
presents multidisciplinary perspectives on the nature
and theory of service, on current research and
practice in design, operations, delivery, and
innovation of service, and on future opportunities
and potential of service research. Handbook of
Service Science provides a comprehensive
reference suitable for a wide-reaching audience
including researchers, practitioners, managers, and
students who aspire to learn about or to create a
deeper scientific foundation for service design and
engineering, service experience and marketing, and
service management and innovation.
This is a true life story of a poor, ordinary orphan and a
Namibian refugee boy who did extraordinary things in a
normal but amazing way. It is the life of a poor village boy
who did supernatural things with a simple smile.
This edited collection provides an in-depth, interdisciplinary
critique of the acts of public communication disseminated
during a major global crisis. Encompassing contributions from
academics working in the fields of politics, environmentalism,
citizens’ rights, state theory, cultural studies, journalism, and
discourse/rhetoric, the book offers an original insight into the
relationship between the various social forces that contributed
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to the ‘Covid narrative’. The subjects analysed here include:
the performance of the ‘mainstream’ media, the quality of
political ‘messaging’ and argumentation, the securitised
state and racism in Brazil, the growth of ‘catastrophic
management’ in UK universities, emergent journalistic
practices in South Africa, homelessness and punitive
dispossession, the pandemic and the history of eugenics, and
the Chinese media’s attempt to disguise discriminatory
practices. This is one of the first comparative studies of the
various rationales offered for state/corporate intervention in
public life. Delving beneath established political tropes and
state rhetoric, it identifies the power relations exposed by an
event that was described as unprecedented and unique, but
was in fact comparable to other major global disruptions. As
governments insisted on distinguishing their own propaganda
from unregulated disinformation, their increasingly sceptical
‘publics’ pursued their own idiosyncratic solutions to the
crisis, while the apparent sacrifice of a host of citizens – from
the most dedicated to the most vulnerable – suggested that
inequality and exploitation remained at the heart of the social
order. Power, Media, and the Covid-19 Pandemic is essential
reading for students, researchers and academics in media,
communication and journalism studies, politics, environmental
sciences, critical discourse analysis, cultural studies, and the
sociology of health.

This authoritative book enables readers to evaluate the
variousperformance and risk attributes of mutual funds,
while also servingas a comprehensive resource for
students, academics, and generalinvestors alike.
Avoiding the less useful descriptive approach tofund
selection, this book employs a balanced approach
includingboth technique and application. The chapters
combine clearsummaries of existing research with
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practical guidelines for mutualfund analysis. Enables
readers to analyze mutual funds by evaluating a
fund'svarious performance and risk attributes. Includes
templates, which provide an efficient, sound approachto
fund analysis, interpretation of results, buy/sell
decisions,and the timing of decisions. Combines clear
summaries of existing research with practicalguidelines
for mutual fund analysis.
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